CHAPTER 79
TOWED VEHICLES — DISTANCE REQUIREMENTS
H.F. 387

AN ACT relating to distance requirements for certain motor vehicles following other vehicles.

Be It Enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Iowa:

Section 1. Section 321.309, Code 2019, is amended to read as follows:
321.309 Towing — convoys.
4. A person shall not pull or tow by motor vehicle, for hire, another motor vehicle over any highway outside the limits of any incorporated city, except in case of temporary movement of a disabled motor vehicle to the place where repairs will be made, unless the person has complied with the provisions of sections 321.57 and 321.58. Provided, however, if the person is a nonresident of the state of Iowa and has complied with the laws of the state of that person's residence governing licensing and registration as a transporter of motor vehicles, the person shall not be required to pay the fee provided in section 321.58 but only to submit proof of the person's status as a bona fide manufacturer or transporter as may reasonably be required by the department.

2. A person pulling or towing by motor vehicle another motor vehicle in convoy or caravan shall maintain a distance of at least five hundred feet between the units of the convoy or caravan.

Sec. 2. Section 321.482A, unnumbered paragraph 1, Code 2019, is amended to read as follows:

Sec. 3. Section 805.8A, subsection 7, paragraph d, Code 2019, is amended by striking the paragraph.

Sec. 4. REPEAL. Section 321.308, Code 2019, is repealed.

Approved May 3, 2019